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MEMORA..1\TDUM OF CONVERSATION
PARTICIPANTS:

Prime Minister Harold Wilson
James Callaghan, Secretary of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Mfairs
Sir John Hunt, Secretary to the Cabinet
President Ford
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
and As sistant to the President
for National Security Affair s
Lt. Gen. Brent Scowcroft, Deputy Assistant
to the President for National Security Mfairs

DATE AND TIME:

Thursday, January 30, 1975
11:00 a. m. - 12.:50 p. m.

PLACE:

The Oval Offic e
The White Hous e

SUBJECT:

Economic Policy; Energy Cooperation; .Africa

[There were operung pleasantries and small talk..before sitting down. The
press was admitted briefly and then ushered out.]
/~ fUriO
President: When are you going to Moscow?
Q
~

<;

t
.0(

Wilson: In two weeks -- on the 13th of February.

~~

l>

,

.....

,~/

~

I signed the first Anglo-Soviet trade agreement in 1947. I worked~'

closely with Mikoyan on it. When I first went there, Kosygin was a rnin.or
figure, and Brezhnev was never even heard of.
,!5issinger:
in 1947.

I rem.em.ber you had some exciting m.om.ents with Kosygin

Wilson: I rem.em.ber telling him. that Rasputin was a m.uch m.aligned man!
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President: We are happy to have you here.
Wilson:

Thank you for that wonderful welcome.

Where shall we start?

President: Anywhere at all.
Wilson:

Economics; energy?

ECONOMIC POLICY
President: Fine.

Why don't I describe what we have done.

We found that the policies we announced in October were not appropriate
for the unforeseen circumstances which then arose. We now have a program
which doesn't ignore inflation but which deals with the recession which has
hit us. My program has surprised my conservative friends -- with the
large deficit -- but we must be realistic. We have proposed a $12 billion
tax cut for individuals and a $4 billion cut for industry. I proposed a
one-year tax relief of 12%. Congress has that now, and it's being criticized
from various angles. They are moving toward our rebate on 1974 taxes,
though; and also a permanent tax cut.
Wilson: The world was paying for the inflationary policy we conducted for
several years. We knew it would take courage for you to do what you have
done. Schmidt used a phrase with me about harmonization of different
economic policies. Italy should perhaps still be deflating t but you make
the difference. It is a major problem to decide when inflation and when
recession is the main danger" We have done some modest boosting of
our domestic economy. Like yours, our auto industry is suffering badly.
President: Unemployment, 1 am afraid, will go at least to 7 percent. We
can't do much about that. Our economists say there will be very rapid
liquidation of inventories. That's good.
Wilson: There is more confidence in both our stock markets. Our
companies just couldn!t raise money, or they are driven into bankruptcy
by the high interest rates. Our stock market has now risen 70 percm t;
it went up at an incredible rate.
Callaghan: The psy cho1ogical mood has changed even though the actual
situation isn't all that different.

SECRE'i'!NODIS/XGDS
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Because people see their governments trying to do something.

ENERGY COOPERATION
Wilson:

People see you in your State of the Union really having a go at it.

President: It is a confidence-building program, even if it is changed
somewhat by Congress.
Energy is a tougher problem, and I am accused of trying to ram
something down their throats. But if I hadn1t, Congress would have continued
to drift. Congres s is now trying to remove my authority to do it, but I will
stick to it. They are trying to corne up with" something, but ldonlt think it
will be comprehensive. We must save a million barrels a day~ we must
have better utilization of coal and develop other sources of energy.
"o/ilsq~: It takes a lot of time.
During the war I was Chairman of the
Production Resources Board of the U. S., Great Britain and Canada. So
I know your resources.

Our newly discovered coal, you know,.· is equal to what we will gain
from North Sea oil.
Kissinger:
Wilson:

Where is this?

In Yorkshire.

Callaghan: This is the first break we have had in a century.
Wilson: Our energy industry has been subsidized for _years; now coal prices
went up 75% last year. " We are removing the subsidies from all the national
ized industries. Wefre also taxing gas more.
Callaghan: We have had no demand for rationing yet.
Wilson: What is popular is the idea of a two-tier pricing system.
would be a somewm. t lower price.

So it

President: I am of the feeling that those who are proposing rationing have
never experienced it. They donlt realize we have to have a long-range
program.. This means five to ten years.

3:r3GRB'f/NODIS/XGDS
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Wilson: We need a basic change in attitude if we are to be able to deal
\vith the long-range problem.. We are grateful for the international
cooperative programs you have developed.
President: Henry has told me of the strong support you have given.
appreciate it.

We

Wilson: It was the right group to organize.
Callagha"'l: The next big problem is the consumer -producer conference..
The French gave a friendly report of the Martinique meeting» but I still
foresee them going in a somewhat different direction.
Kissinger: They tend to use the conference as a substitute for any other
kind of action.
Wilson: At 1he EC.. Nine Surmnit meeting, Giscard said he is prepared for a
meeting of the consumers, but as the prelude to the consumer-producer
conference. The first time he mentioned indexation, I said, OK» but it
had to be at a lower price.
Callaghan: Timing is important. The French are already lining people up
for the preparatory conference of consumers and producers in March..
;Kissinger: But there can't be one if we won't corne. And we will corne to
a conference when the preparations are made.. but not when the consumers
are still quarreling.
Callaghan: There won't be quarreling at the preparat?ry meeting.
just to set up the consumer-producer conference.

It is

The French want to chair it. They say itt s because it was their idea» but
it is deeper than that. I think the preparatory conference should be at the
official, not the mini sterial, level.
Wilson: That w~y you could more easily preserve your position. We have'
a problem with the French, and I think Giscard has a problem. The
Gaullists are putting out this stuff about his private life. Schrnidtthinks
they are putting out that if Mitterand would break with the Com.m.unists..
Giscard could join them and isolate
both extremes.
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He wants better cooperation with the United States.

Kissinger: Since Martinique he has been better.
Callaghan: But you can assum.e they will play with the Arabs on the Mideast.
Your financial plan went very well.
Kissinger:

Healey gave us a hard time for a couple of hours.

Wilson: Nam.es got put on proposals unfortunately.
but it was early. Yours works late but adequately.
Kissinger:

Ours is too little

They are totally complementary.

Callaghan: Our consumer solidarity, the other aspects are conservation
and alternative sources. How far do you want to go before you are ready?
Kissinger: On alternative sources we will be ready with proposals for
the lEA meeting next week. We would like to have agreement on the
direction in which weill go. We could have mutual investment in each
other's programs and a country would get a return proportionate to its
in vestment. If all these things work, we could have agreement on a
cornmon overall price t9 protect the new investment in alternative sources.
Wilson: Our proven oil reserves, at OPEC prices less 100/0, amount to
$120 billion. By 1980 we will be self-sufficient. We will refine about
two-thirds of it ourselves. The rest of it will be sold non-discrirninatorily.
President: Do you have. a refining capacity?
Wilson: Not enough. We have to build some. It is beautiful low- sulfur
oil. I think there is more oil west of Britain and North of France.
The first gas strike is much shallower than in the North Sea.
will run into a boundary problem with France.

We

Callaghan: The Saudis offered us 300,000 barrels a day in exchange for
repayment vith our oil after 1980. We donft know what interest theywould
charge. We wanted to talk to you first. We would like to pursue it,. but
wanted to let you know about it first.
f"""
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What peTcent of your imports is that?
Callaghan: It is quite sizable, maybe 15 to 20 percent.
Wilson: We should get the Arabs interested in other forms of energy,
because they will run out.
Kissinger: We heard that the Saudis would offer bilateral deals with the
Europeans to ease the pressure on the:rn.
Wilson: In six years, when Ji:rn is Chairman of OPEC•••••
Kissinger: A terrifying thought!
Wilson: ,Are you thinking about other "PEC'sl!? Many other raw materials
prices are going down now, fortunately. But there's phosphate ore, copper,
and so on. We are returning to the old producer cartels, which never worked.
The tin agree:rnent, the sugar agreement, never did well. But shouldn1t we
be looking into this?
Kissinger: We are looking at it, and we haven't co:rne to any conclusion.
We had a preli:rninary bureaucratic study whichcancluded it wasn't possible.
We would be happy to study it jointly with you.
Callaghan: This question will be raised at the consumer-producer conference
and at our next Connnonwealth conference. 1£ we could start so:rne work in
this area, we could maybe break up the Group of 77. The UN is always
against us.
"Vilson:
Oil is all tied up with the Mideast. To the extent that we can
look at price rigging without the oil/political aspects, we can see what
might be done on a purely economic basis.
President: Producer cartels work well in good time!'i hut I wonder about
it in bad times.
Kissinger: What the Prime Minister is saying is if we could get something
going in a co:rnmodity in which the Third World vvould be interested -- like
fertilizer -- we could us e it as an example of how to go about this.

-sECRE'l:/NODIS/XGDS
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Wilson: The Corrunonwealth Conference is a good foruITl for ITlembers
to look at thin:ss frCln a per spective which they don1t ordinarily use.
We should use it l!lOre.
AFRICA
Wilson: One sinister ITlove was the way the Arabs bought the Africans.
Tl-a t was disgraceful. Jim did a lot of good on his vis~t there and we have
good standing in Africa. JiITl knew ITlost of those people in prison or as
students.
Callaghan: This meeting will be much more concerned about how to deal
with oil prices and so 0 n. They ar e disillusioned with the Arabs and I
think the usefulnes s of the Commonwealth is now increasing, after a long
decline o Some cooperation with you might be very useful.
Kissinger: We will look at it.
Callaghan: Because we will run into increasing isolation in the UN.
Wilson: One. interesting thing that has happened is the little fresh air into
Forster and the coalescing of African Presidents on this whole issue.
Callaghan: There is one SITlall point of interest on Nigeria -- your ab
stention o~\the World Bank loans. Gowon asked me to mention this to you.
President:

Henry a.'1d I have been talking about that.

Kis singer: I didntt put him up to it!
Wilson: Gowon is a great student of Lincoln. He has problems, but he
behaved with great generosity after the Civil War. I think he is wort..1}
building up as an African leader.
Kissinger: We inVited him here.
Callaghan: Set aside a bit of time.
story about. Amin.

He talks and talks!

President: We will straighten that problem out.
any effect.

SEGRli-l:fNODIS/XGDS
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1£ your P..rnbas sador would say a few words to him., it would

Kissinger: [to Scowcroft] Let's have that done.
Wilson: The French played an evil role in"the Nigeria...">} Civil War.
was behind it1 and to his credit Giscard sacked him..

Focard

Callaghan: There are a lot of votes in Africa and they are not all lost to us.
They c an be won.
ENERGY COOPERATION
Wilson: We are cutting our oil im.ports by about 5 percent.
yet seen the full effect of the price rise.

We haven't

President: Last year we imported about 6 m.illion barrels a day. It has
gone up since, and we must get a handle on it. We are getting flak for
adding to inflation, but our experts think it m.eans only a one-time boost of
2 percent.
Wilson:

Ours is about the sam.e, with the rem.oval of our subsidies.

Callaghan: Conservation is important. We will be saving. But if we get
a consolidation of the consumers, what do you have to interest the producers
in -- other than price -- so they don't wreck our economies?
President: One thing is alternative sources.
involved in R&D.

We would like to get them

Kissinger: We are only at the preliminary stage in our thinking.
we could consider a long-term. floor price.
Callaghan: That is important.

But

In return for security of supply.

Kissinger: The second is the area the Prime Minister mentioned -- to
offer technology for the deve1opm.ent of fertilizer, and so on.
Wilson: A corollary to that is we m.ust take in m.ore technology students
to train. They can't really think about technology until they have more
education. It would ba ve a long-term. effect in getting them. to be reasonable.
Kis singer: Look at the Com.monwealth. The influence of the Londat;./···~(.:;10 .'
School of Economics has been enormous.
,I <z'"
<.,..,
" J:.)
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But a mixed bles sing.

I m.et Lynn Townsend privately. He wanted to talk joint venture s
with our auto industry. One thing we have to get going is mini-cars.
We must do better.
President: Part of our prograITl is to improve engine efficiency. Our
industry says unless they get relief from pollution standards they can't
improve the efficiency. They have agreed that if we will postpone
imposition of the pollution standards they'll guarantee a 40 percent improve
ment in gas efficiency.
Wilson:
We are doing nearly the sarre thing. We have stopped our
pOlllltion prograITl where, it is. As yet we have no deal with the industry.
President: We have a paradox. Our smaller cars
market and the big cars are selling well.

are a glut on the

We have finally gotten a 55 mile per hour speed limit.
gasoline and maybe 10,000 highway deaths.

It has saved

Wilson: Is that continuing? We imposed a speed limit for a time, but we
took it off. We've now re-imposed a 50 mile per hour limit.
President: Our fatality rate has now leveled off at the lower level.
has helped insurance rates too.

It

Are you using a two-tier system?
Wilson: We are looking at it.
and nowit is undifferentiated.
Callaghan:

We used to have a tax based on engbe size,

Can Congress force rationing on you?

President: They will probably give the President the option to do it.
way they win both ways.
Wilson:

That

Rationing is a nightmare.

Callaghan:' Ted argues that we sho'uld have rationing immediately and then
phase it out as price rises corne in. That reduces the inflationary impact.
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The Congress still hasn't really come out with a plan. When
they really face it, they may come up with something that's not too far
off mine.
We have a big deficit.

Congress will have to take responsibility.

Wilson:. We are increasing our budget according to a five-year plan, less
than the projected rise in GNP.
We have one advantage.
or taxes.

Parliament can't propose increased spending

Callaghan: You are not the only ones to have maverick newcomers
in the legislature.
Wilson: We would like to hear aboo.t the Middle East.
our continued cooperation.

We can talk about

Kissinger: We would like to tell you what we are doing and get your
cooperation.
Wilson:

Allon came to me straight from seeing you.

Callaghan: We want to give you all the backing we can.
Kissinger: We will talk tomorrow o
Wilson: I would like to give you some stories about our EC colleagues
and about their reaction.
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
PARTICIPANTS:

Dr. Henry A. Kissinger
James Callaghan, Secretary of State for
Foreign & Commonwealth Affairs
Weir
-~----~
Alfred L. Atherton, Jr., Assistant Secretary of State
for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs
Lt. General Brent Scowcroft, Deputy Asst to the Pres ••

DATE AND TIME:

Thursday, January 30, 1975
Time - ???

PLACE:

Kissinger:

Almost nothing going on in the Middle East which isn't in the

newspaper.
P

A non told you the
can1t keep anything secret,
proposals: (1) they would

----- Government

scouraged Allon from bringing specific

-.,<"'---'

(2) they would be used against us.

ting with the President was the best ever
I frankly didn't kno

what meeting he had attended.

But the basic problem is -- is Sadat going to get the passes and oil
fields.

In return they must accept whatever Sadat thinks he can give

without being overthrown.
leading.

There is no one in the government who is

Allon is a good ,man, but he has no real base.

I have no clear

perception of what is possible.
Israel has been asking for things like ten years, five years -- it is
all nonsense.
~,~"",
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Israel must know what the realities are but I have the impression
the Jewish Community is being cranked up for a confrontation -- they are
starting to talk about abandoning the step-by-step in favor of an overall
settlement -- that is a prescription for a stalemate.
Callaghan:

Allon gave me the impression they were ready for another step

and you might tell
Kissinger:

m~

what Sadat was willing fD give.

I know their tactics -- they always say they are willing to move,

in return for something they know they can't get.

They have been asking

for ten years, non-belligerency, etc.
Callaghan:

Can Sadat give up on equivalency package?

Kissinger:

There is no equivalent package.

Callaghan:

So why shouldn't Israel sit for two years since they know

Sadat can't make war by then?
Kis singer:

Should we finance that kind of stalemate?

Callaghan:

You have to.

Kissinger:

That turns the Arab world against you.

Callaghan:

But the Jewish Community won1t tolerate anything else.

Wouldn't Sadat trade time for territory?
Kissinger:

Not· formally.

Callaghan:

Maybe in terms of a longer UN mandate.

Kissinger:
Callaghan:

The Soviets won't agree.
Then how about an imposed solution?

i
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A m.assive problem. with the Jewish Corn.rn.unity because that

m.eans near '67 borders.
Calla.ghan:
Kissinger:

I would think a tim.e /territory bargain is possible.
It m.ay be.

I want to see if I can get an agreem.ent on the

' nee.
d ;rhere,
'
t
llO pOlnitS'ln b elng
spec if'lC on d e t al'I s b e f ore tha.
s t rat eglc
Callaghan:
Kissinger:

Would you then go to the Palestinians?
The options would be them.. Syria, and Geneva.

Why the

European obsession with the Palestinians?
- -

Callaghan:

-- - ------ -

--

.

Because that is one area where the Arabs have a case.

Arafat

is trying to be m.oderate.
Kissinger:

Israel has a basic decision -- they m.ay have decided on a

stalern.ate to get through the '76 elections -- if so, nothing will help.

My

judgm.ent is that Rabin/Allon want m.ovem.ent.
Weir:

But they are about the only ones.

The others are talking Geneva.

Callaghan:

Maybe because they think they are getting nothing from. Egypt.

Kissinger:

That is nonsense.

They are getting Sadat separated.

Saudi Arabia, Jordanian m.oderation.

Then getting

These are not inconsequential results -

even though you can't qualify it.
Callaghan:
You

The Europeans feel the Palestinians have a case.
to case by case at least for the m.ore m.ove. you've

got to get tim.e for space.
Kissinger:

The problem. is how you describe the tirn.e.

SiZEi:RJE'!fNODIS
Callaghan:
Weir:

You can do it.

What do tI1e-israel:l.shave to gain from a stalemate?

Kissinger:
peace.

4

(?)

They will say they only give territory for progress toward

If they can get through this year, they will have until 177 free.

:
They may have been able to extract from Democratic candidate in 176.
If a Democratic regime, j,t will

organized for a confrontation.

A:o/f<t.

at least six: months to get

That gets them through 177 -- and probably

have extracted enough arms to have relative independence.
Weir:

If there is a stalemate, how long could it last?

Kissinger:

Certainly a war by 177.

Callaghan:' That is a somber picture.
Kissinger:

I think we should do our best to discourage them from

pursuing this strategy.
Callaghan:

sp?
I wonder if my man [Marcus Cief] shouldn1t go out before your

trip to get another reading.
Kissiger:

I also think if there is war the Soviet Unil»n will maneuver more

recklessly.
Callaghan:

Oh.

Why?

Kissill:aer:

They can1t afford another loss, and if they look at Europe in

'11 ~

173 and to some extent the U. S.,
Weir:

~y

may think the risks are quite tolerable.

Have you considered a unilateral or bilateral guarantee?

a lot of talk in Israel about a willingness to accept that.

There is

.I
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Kissinger:

Why not ask m.e to sum. up so Wilson hears it.

Callaghan

wants to send som.eone to Israel to see what their attitudes are.
We need an all-o t fight with the Dem.ocrats -- I am. going to
negotiate under Congressi

OPEC restrictions, energy tax,

cutoff.
They are attacking you

w for cram.m.ing energy down their

throats - last year they said you weren't tough enough.
On Cam.bodia, Doc Morgan (fold in to Appropriation Bill).
President:

Sure.

But Doc isn't doing it for us.

He doesn't

want a Cam.bodia debate in his hands.
Kissinger:

I would begin with Wilson on the Middle East.

Anything he can

do with the Israelis to indicate how serious we view it.
On Congressional delegation -
Leadership m.eeting on Monday.
President:
Kissinger:

Okay.

Hum.p~hrey

thinks you should raise it

We should not _ _ _ _ _ the delegation.

[Leak of SALT NSC m.eeting.

Gelb article. ]

Food aid [described].

On Cyprus, the Turks are ready to m.ove but are so screwed up they
can't m.ore before February 5.
badm.outhing us.

The Greek Cypriots and Makarios are

I am. having som.e Greek Congressm.en in tom.orrow.

Maybe I should expand it.
In Portugal, we will have to wait to see what happens.
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Faisa1 was very active in persuading Asad to do the step-by-step
approach.

We will have to face up to that on my trip -- whether we will be

willing to make that effort.

I think we are facing a falling out with lsrae 1.

It pains me to say it.
President:

I can't in good conscience keep supporting.
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